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 Defi ant Embodiments and the Gender 

Geopolitics of Seeing    

    M. I.   Franklin     

   Introduction 

 Th is chapter develops work on ‘Burqa- Ban’ controversies in light 
of the ‘post- feminist’ debates about the global beauty and fashion 
industries’ partnership with popular TV makeover shows.  1   It looks 
at the politics of visibility in the context of controversies in the EU 
and the US about the regulation of Muslim veil dressing and com-
parable controversies in the Middle East and North African region 
about women’s naked protests. In both cases national- regional 
debates became global, mediatised ones. It does so from the perspec-
tive of how these politics are rendered in, made visible through art-
ists’ interventions and, conversely, how embodied political actions 
incorporate artistic references and theatrical idioms in turn. It is 
part of a tripartite project to articulate a viable critique of Burqa- 
Ban discourses in the EU and with that, to address related, oft en 
moribund, debates about what sorts of well- dressed, or undressed 
embodiments count, and for whom.  2   Th e main aim is to point these 
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arguments in another direction by confronting a western liberal –  
and feminist  –  blind spot about which vested interests are being 
served when staking claims on what sorts of (naked or dressed) 
bodies can, or should, emit the appropriate signs of ‘emancipation’. 
Th is means coming to terms with how an inner ‘illogic’ of dress- 
sense and dress codes at the psycho- emotional level interacts with 
societal, including sub- cultural, codes of conduct. 

 Before proceeding, however, some historical context is called for; 
in the fi rst decade of the twentieth century British suff ragettes were 
grabbing newspaper headlines with their direct actions. Today, it 
is just over a century since Emily Davison became the fi rst casu-
alty of the movement when she threw herself –  or fell –  under one 
of the horses at the 1913 Epsom Derby. Th e photograph taken of 
that moment has become iconic for the history of twentieth-century 
women’s rights activism. At around the same time, in Egyptian cit-
ies and other countries in the region including Algeria and Tunisia, 
women were taking off  their customary headscarves ( hijab ), mark-
ing another wave in the history of unveiling and veiling that punc-
tuates the Middle East and North African region’s shift ing gender 
power hierarchies before, during  and  since colonial rule.  3   By the 
1970s, women students on Egyptian university campuses were tak-
ing up the veil again, a new form of Islamic dress that marked the 
emergence of the Muslim Brotherhood as a religious and political 
force to be reckoned with.  4   In Turkey women were doing likewise. 
Meanwhile, on US and other Anglo- European university campuses 
feminists were mobilising against forms of sexual discrimination, 
through legislatures and by direct action; for example, by disrupting 
beauty pageants and holding public ‘burn  the  bra’ events. Slogans 
such as ‘our bodies ourselves’ and ‘the right to choose’ –  emblematic 
of that era –  have continued to echo down the generations of west-
ern feminism. 

 Back in the Middle East and North African region, a few decades 
later, in 1999, a woman deputy, Merve Kavak ç  ı , entered the Turkish 
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parliament ‘wearing a white headscarf with fashionable frameless 
eyeglasses and a long- skirted, modern two- piece suit’  5   to a rau-
cously critical reception. Her fashionable accessories aside, it was 
her hijab that incensed critics. Following close on the heels of that 
year’s election of the fi rst veiled woman deputy from a pro- Islamic 
party, other women deputies also condemned Kavak ç  ı ’s action for 
its avowing of the ‘ideological uniform of Islamic fundamental-
ism’.  6   Returning to Western Europe, since the turn of this century 
(though presaged in the 1990s) there have been concerted eff orts 
in a number of EU member states to regulate the hijab and other 
public forms of veil dressing such as the  chador , or  niqab . Current 
moves to instigate an outright ban on all if not certain forms of veil 
dressing have been championed by a loose confederation of anti-
immigration/Eurosceptic populist parties to the right of the politi-
cal spectrum. Whilst eschewing the xenophobic polemic of ‘Burqa 
Ban’ arguments, centre- left , liberal and feminist voices have also 
expressed their own sense of unease with visibly Muslim forms of 
dress for EU residents and citizens.  7   

 Th ese measures, as a political response to how the veil represents 
an apparent increase in the number of Muslims who ‘refuse’ to inte-
grate, have polarised opinion- makers, and academe. For it is visibly 
Muslim, and not any sort of ‘modest’ dressing from other faiths that 
is under scrutiny.  8   In the heat of this debate, contemporary forms of 
hijab and, with them, local- global fashion trends and personal sar-
torial infl ections have been reduced to a symptom of Islamic funda-
mentalism’s inroads into western society. Consequently, all women 
wearing the veil become positioned as oppressed rather than active 
subjects, incomplete rather than full citizens in these nominally sec-
ular societies and so ipso facto unfashionably clad with respect to 
liberal capitalism’s consumerist codes of aspiration and modernity.  9   
Nonetheless, and for many reasons, Muslim women living in these 
increasingly intolerant and xenophobic societies have been insisting 
on their right to wear what they deem to be appropriate, refusing 
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to conform to these crosscutting prescriptions; their (veiled) bodies 
themselves, their right to choose.  10   

 Amidst legislated and spontaneous changes in public dress 
codes in urban centres, and rising anti- Muslim sentiment amongst 
some EU residents, what then to make of the two young women in 
Egypt and Tunisia, Aliaa Magda Elmahdy and Amina Sboui- Tyler, 
uploading photos of themselves naked or bare- breasted onto their 
Facebook pages, in 2011 and 2013 respectively. Reactions –  from 
religious authorities, burgeoning secular powers, Muslim and non- 
Muslim women’s and civil rights activists, in the region and in the 
west –  were fi erce and divided. On record both women declared 
that they were protesting against their respective governments. 
But it was their allying themselves through these actions with the 
European- based Femen organisation, notorious for the staging of 
topless, ‘fl ash’ demonstrations against human traffi  cking and pros-
titution, that pushed debates out beyond Egypt and Tunisia as the 
images went viral. Th eir acts echoed the rhetoric of individual 
emancipation, freedom and equal rights from the heyday of mid- 
twentieth-century feminism. First, that ‘my body belongs to me, it is 
not the source of anyone else’s honour’  11   and second, that ‘I am not 
shy of being a woman in a society where women are nothing but sex 
objects harassed on a daily basis by men who know nothing about 
sex or the importance of a woman’.  12   But they also point to wider 
issues at the intersection of changing dress codes, women’s embodi-
ments, and sociopolitical orders all of which underscore ongoing 
contestations around civil rights in societies marked by the aft er-
math of the events of 9/ 11 and the Arab (and Persian) Uprisings. 

 Th e above interwoven timelines set the scene for this discussion. 
Th ey also underscore the conceptual framework underpinning this 
juxtaposition between art and politics, and the gender geopoliticisa-
tion of the ‘everyday corporeal practices’  13   of Muslim women’s veil 
dressing. Th ey illustrate the ways in which the body, in Foucault’s 
terms, ‘is also directly involved in a political fi eld; power relations 
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have an immediate hold on it, mark it, torture it, force it to carry out 
tasks, to perform ceremonies, to emit signs. Th e political investment 
of the body is bound up [in]… complex reciprocal social relations … 
the body becomes a useful force only if it is both a productive body 
and a subjected body’.  14   More specifi cally they reveal how women’s 
bodies, and the ways in which women deploy their own bodies, 
‘emit’ as well as resist the complex social relations that interested 
Foucault. In the above scenarios, all of these women –  fi ghting for 
the right to vote, by insisting or desisting from veil dressing, or 
going naked in public –  are confronting the power relations that 
hold them back, that dictate the signs their bodies are supposed to 
emit, and for whom. Th ose refusals to conform as a subjected body 
in societies based on highly disciplined ‘homosocial’  15   orders that 
police the physical separation of male from female ‘interior, inti-
mate, gendered’ spaces  16   –  such as Iran or Saudi Arabia –  appear 
more dramatic. However, when it comes to controversies around 
Muslim women veil dressing, or un- dressing as the case may be, 
in ostensibly liberal –  and allegedly liberated –  European or North 
American societies, we see a comparable eff ect albeit on another 
status quo, another ‘order of things’. Th ese actions around women’s 
bodies and claims for the right to choose, and responses to them, 
leave no one untouched, no one a neutral bystander, no intellectual 
a disinterested, non- gendered observer. 

  Rationale and Argument 

 In this chapter I take this line of thought in two directions: defi ant 
embodiments as rendered by artists and as/ in protest. In the fi rst 
case I explore these tensions through the humorously disruptive self- 
portraits of British artist, Sarah Maple, vis-   à - vis those by US- based 
Iranian artist, Shirin Neshat. Maple’s work pokes fun at percep-
tions of veil dressing, sexual propriety and (Muslim) womanhood 
within would- be multicultural societies whilst Neshat’s challenging 
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portrayals of the ‘domestic, and culturally craft ed … bodily codes of 
an “Islamic woman’’  17   are embedded in the geopolitical and intim-
ate consequences of the Iranian Revolution and subsequent Islamic 
fundamentalism in Iran and amongst the Persian diaspora. I then 
(re)turn to the controversies that arose from Elmahdy and Sbnoui- 
Tyler’s naked ‘selfi es’ as their actions were picked up by western 
blogger- journalists and explore how the geopolitical dimensions of 
confl icting interpretations of the women’s actions were ratcheted 
up a level through the link between these two protagonists and the 
Femen movement. Th e intersection of aesthetic idioms and/ as pol-
itics in this social media frenzy underscore how the deployment and 
display of (semi- )naked women’s bodies in public spaces still polar-
ises opinions across the cultural, religious and political spectrum.  18   

 Th rough the cases above, this chapter aims to do three things in 
particular. First, to highlight the intentional and spontaneous syn-
ergies between art and protest, as these bear on the injustices and 
hypocrisies that Burqa Ban sentiments have imposed on Muslim 
women living in the west.  19   Th e second is to consider the ways 
in which women’s bodies, clothed and unclothed, work to ‘signal 
resistance or protest against the views of the majority ... [by mak-
ing] visible a presence of a dissenting minority’  20   in their respective 
sociocultural and political settings. In both contexts veil- dressing 
issues underscore the labour entailed in maintaining the respec-
tive ‘regimes of power organized on principles of visibility’.  21   Th is 
is particularly acute for those cases where women (veiled, naked) 
embody forms of defi ance and refusal that are either not compatible 
with the protest traditions and idioms that characterise western civil 
rights activism or violate other cultural and ‘bodily codes’.  22   In both 
scenarios we see women engaging a ‘morality of refusal’  23   either by 
volition or force of circumstance. A third aim is to show how in 
these instances women’s rights advocates round the world –  across 
historical eras, generations and cultures –  do still share common 
ground, despite marked and entrenched diff erences in voice, idiom 
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and ways to fi ght social injustice at large and women’s oppression in 
particular. Th ese commonalities are being subsumed at present in 
Burqa- Ban controversies pivoting on supposing that the veiled face 
of the Other is that of ‘a disguised enemy’.  24    

  Intellectual Background 

 Being visible, and with that the politics of seeing, permeates Leila 
Ahmed’s 2011 book,  A Quiet Revolution . Part of a growing literature 
on veil dressing, religion and culture from an insider’s perspective, 
this book is a personal and intellectual encounter with women activ-
ists in Egypt and abroad who opt to veil dress.  25   Ahmed refl ects on 
the rise and fall and rise again of veil dressing in twentieth-century 
Egyptian society as the litmus paper for the changing power rela-
tions between secular and religious (read Islamist) power blocs dur-
ing and since the end of colonial rule, from Nasser through to the 
present day. Ahmed argues that at all points of this timeline women 
taking up the veil, or conversely ‘de- veiling’,  26   generates controversy 
because, on the one hand, it operates as a ‘quintessential sign (among 
other things) of irresolvable tension and confrontation between 
Islam and the West’.  27   On the other hand, Ahmed argues that there 
is more than one meaning and set of experiences indicated in the 
observable (albeit statistically less signifi cant) rise of veil dressing 
in the Muslim world and how these fi gures emerge elsewhere in 
the world where Muslim communities form a substantial constitu-
ency.  28   Th e multiple albeit ‘new meanings of the veil’ for wearers and 
onlookers highlights a double paradox: veil dressing is at once seen 
as an ‘emblem supposedly of Islamic patriarchy and oppression of 
women [but it also] emerged today in America [and elsewhere] as 
an emblem of a call for justice, and even for gender- justice’.  29   

 For Ahmed there is signifi cant intellectual work to do in fully 
apprehending the ‘dynamics and meanings with which these 
debates over the veil [have been] charged … [and] why this 
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garment continues to be such a volatile, sensitive, and politically 
fraught symbol today’.  30   Her account of how she came to realise 
that reductionist and ahistorical understandings of the politics of 
‘the veil’ (as a pejorative noun) end up obscuring women’s reli-
gious and political agency is the fl ipside, I would argue, of western 
Burqa- Ban debates that overlook the wider sociocultural context 
and practices of  veil dressing  (as a verb) in a multicultural modality, 
even if greeted within a monoculturalist setting. In both cases, it 
is the viewer whose worldview is at stake, as in their unarticulated 
investment in the ‘ideological framework’  31   of Orientalist thought, 
and with that western colonial rule of the Middle East and North 
Africa. Th is defl ection of the discomforting dimension to those 
who confess their unease when encountering women choosing to 
dress a certain way overlooks Muslim women’s multifaceted resist-
ance to both these sorts of impositions.  32   Leila Ahmed’s account 
–  that of a committed, non- veiled feminist –  is a corrective to the 
double bind that many western liberal –  and feminist –  critiques 
of ‘Th e Veil’ suff er from; namely the obfuscation of the racial-
ised dimension to how Burqa Ban laws in Europe dovetail with 
corollary debates about contemporary migration fl ows from the 
Muslim world and cultural identity in a nominally secular west. 
References to Patriarchy or Religion do not suffi  ce in explicating 
this misapprehension that Muslim veil dressing, in all its many 
forms and applications, is ipso facto proof that the veil wearer is a 
subjugated body. 

 Th e events of 9/ 11 and their aft ermath have underscored this 
unease in intellectual and political circles, and media outlets, with 
the increasing presence of indigenous and immigrant Muslim com-
munities who are at home in the western world. To date there has 
been little critical space to consider the shift s in veil dressing prac-
tices that Ahmed recounts as one example of the changing personal 
and gender geopolitics of visibility. Nor is there a concerted eff ort to 
consider how these practices might be rendered, or reconsidered, 
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within the sartorial and global fashion- beauty industrial com-
plex that exerts enormous infl uence on what women should (or 
should) not wear.  33   In the polarised geopolitical times in which 
women are getting dressed or undressed today –  whether in Tunis 
or Amsterdam, Cairo or London –  what (not) to wear in public has 
become politicised in ways that exceed traditional modes of crit-
ical post- colonialism and the spectrum of feminist politics. For 
when women themselves are active participants in their veiling –  or 
unveiling as the case may be –  cogent analysis tends to stall. It stalls 
because casting veiled women as actors who are responding to, and 
making sense of, their world within variously restrictive and per-
missive contexts, and doing so with and through their own bodies 
as tools of action in variously (un- )clothed embodied encounters, 
means leaving to one side reductionist modes of analysis. To bor-
row from G ö le (2002), it means shift ing the gaze from arguments 
about what counts in this context as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ (e.g., feminist 
politics, modest dressing, forms of religious observance, sex gender 
roles) to consider instead the specifi c moments of everyday life and/ 
as modalities of defi ance without resorting to overgeneralisation 
or anything- goes relativism that ignores the gendered and racial-
ised dynamics of repression. When it comes to how some groups 
of women dress, the (geo)politics of everyday life are thrown into 
relief.  34   As the two cases below show, women’s dress, or state of 
undress, in public highlights how in this respect ‘refusal is the fi rst 
principle of civil disobedience’.  35   Before looking at how Appadurai’s 
observations contribute to this discussion, let us turn to the two 
cases in point.   

  Veiled Bodies Misbehaving –  ‘Islam is the New Black’  36   

 Th e UK artist Sarah Maple, winner of the 2007 ‘Four New Sensations’ 
competition sponsored by contemporary art impresario Charles 
Saatchi, has made a name for herself through a series of self- portraits 
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in which she depicts herself in hijab, chador, or burqa doing ‘odd’ 
things such as smoking, wearing a lapel pin with the words ‘I  ♥  
Orgasms’, eating a banana, or campaigning with the caption ‘vote 
for me or you’re Islamaphobic’ (see  Figures 3.1 ,  3.2  and  3.3 ). Th ese 
photographs and paintings saw Maple come under intense scrutiny 
from Muslim community leaders in the UK; a painting of her hold-
ing a piglet (entitled  Haram ) generated a lot of negative attention in 
particular.  37   What makes her images challenging is that they con-
found both Islamophobic and Islamist readings of veil dressing and 

 Figure 3.1       I Heart Orgasms , Sarah Maple, 2007. Acrylic and oil on board, 
60 x 47 cm. Courtesy of the artist.     
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Muslim womanhood. Maple sees her ‘art [as] a form of activism’  38   as 
she combines a feminist politics with references to life as a young, 
Muslim woman growing up in the predominately non- Muslim 
southeast of the UK.          

 Poking fun at veil dressing, and attitudes about veil dressing, 
or assumptions that veiled Muslim women are asexual, abstemi-
ous and apolitical is a provocative act in a climate characterised by 

 Figure 3.2       Vote For Me , Sarah Maple, 2007. Courtesy of the artist.     
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discursively racist and culturally reductionist media stereotypes of 
Islam.  39   Maple acknowledges here that a

  lot of people think that I’m mocking when that’s not 
my aim. And people also think that I’m not taking the 
subject seriously when it’s a very serious subject. But 
I’ve approached things in a tongue- in- cheek way, and 
some people can’t grasp that ... I suppose from looking 

 Figure 3.3       Th e New Black , Sarah Maple, 2007. Oil and acrylic on canvas, 
190 x 170 cm. Courtesy of the artist.     
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at other Muslims and speaking to other Muslims, they 
look at the religion very diff erently than I do. And what 
I perceive to be a good Muslim isn’t what other people 
perceived.  40     

 Her ‘naughty Muslim’ images provoke strong, ambivalent responses 
precisely because they make you chuckle (see  Figure 3.4 ). But whilst 
these images have attracted publicity they are only one aspect 

 Figure 3.4       Fighting Fire With Fire , Sarah Maple, 2007. C- type. Courtesy 
of the artist.     
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of Maple’s work. She also pokes fun at a range of sex/ gender ste-
reotypes; hence, her veiled ‘women misbehaving’ are corollaries to 
other upbeat depictions of herself as a woman whose body defi es 
and requires grooming, invoking and satirising assorted rules of eti-
quette, behavioral norms and sexuality. For instance, the signature 
painting of her 2012 show, ‘Menstruate with Pride’, at the New Art 
Exchange in Nottingham depicts a woman (herself) with menstrual 
blood on the outside of her white dress surrounded by shocked and 
curious onlookers (young men, mothers and children), making 
explicit an everywoman moment of dread: having one’s menstrual 
cycle ‘show’ in public.  41      

 Maple’s veil dressing series also evoke the work of the US- based 
Iranian artist and fi lmmaker Shirin Neshat, although Maple’s 
irreverent sense of humour and use of pop-art idioms are in stark 
contrast to the sombre tones and political overtones of Neshat’s 
artistic practice. Neshat’s photographic (self- )portraits and her 
feature fi lms focus on the everyday realities and perceptions of the 
separation between female and male domains in Iran following the 
Iranian Revolution. Her work also speaks to the waxing and wan-
ing of diplomatic tensions between Iran and the US since then. 
Neshat achieves this through depictions of women who, from 
‘behind the veil’, meet the onlooker’s gaze unapologetically –  an 
aesthetically radical depiction of those who, for some, epitomise 
the archetypical Islamic fundamentalist. Th e subjects of Neshat’s 
1990s series  Women of Allah , like those of Maple, all look at you, 
straight up and into the viewer’s gaze (see  Figure 3.5 ). In distinc-
tion to Maple’s tongue- in- cheek captions, Neshat superimposes 
Farsi and design motifs onto or behind the bodies, faces, and 
hands of her subjects (see  Figure 3.6 ). In this series, the texts –  for 
those who can read them –  operate as literal and symbolic, conjur-
ing up the exotic and familiar and encapsulating the politicised 
and familial dimensions to the everyday lives of her subjects. In so 
doing Neshat underscores the ambiguities that ‘Women of Islam’ 
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represent to both Iranian exiles and western commentators. Th ese 
women fi gure as silent, militant and confi ned subjects as Neshat’s 
depictions work with ‘four  symbolic  elements…: the veil, the gun, 
the text, and the gaze’  42   to unsettle how we, the viewer, see these 

 Figure 3.5       Rebellious Silence , Shirin Neshat, 1994. RC print & ink, 118.4 x 
79.1 cm. Photo by Cynthia Preston. Copyright Shirin Neshat. Courtesy the 
artist and Gladstone Gallery, New York and Brussels.     
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images. As Hamid Dabashi notes in his take on Neshat’s work, the 
discomfort that this interplay generates for the viewer primarily 
occurs because of the

  enduring assumptions of what constitutes an ‘Islamic 
woman’ [that] are at once domestic to that culture and 

 Figure 3.6       Untitled , Shirin Neshat, 1996. RC print & ink, 121.6 x 84.5 cm. 
Photo by Larry Barns. Copyright Shirin Neshat. Courtesy the artist and 
Gladstone Gallery, New York and Brussels.     
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colonially craft ed on it ... Shirin Neshat manages to target 
both of these divergent yet colliding agents ... Her photo-
graphs show and tell what has been forbidden to show and 
tell ...  without violating the bodily codes of an ‘Islamic 
woman’.  43     

 Several fi lms and two decades later, Neshat’s 2012 exhibition  Book 
of Kings  takes the interplay between text and the gaze in new direc-
tions, from symbolism to narrative. In these life- size black and white 
photos, the Persian national epic the  Shahnameh  is inscribed onto 
the portraits of both men and women who gaze out of the frame at 
the viewer (see  Figure 3.7 ).  44            

 Both Maple, and Neshat before her, invoke a response from those 
publics suff ering from what Nancy Nussbaum argues is an acceler-
ating fear that fuels the rise of religious intolerance in the US and 
Europe,  45   a fear that according to Nussbaum requires ways to ‘under-
stand it and to think how best to address it’.  46   Nussbaum’s diagnosis, 
and proposed treatment of this ‘fear’ based on the existence of a ‘real 
problem’,  47   the psychology of displacement behaviours, and the ‘idea 
of a disguised enemy’  48   are evident in the way both artists challenge 
the viewer. Using diff erent aesthetic idioms, both Neshat and Maple 
make use of personal, biographical and cultural- political narratives 
to show how those who are the objects of this fear  49   are also living, 
breathing subjects. As Mukhopadhay puts in his analysis of Neshat’s 
work, these works have a countermanding force to Nussbaum’s 
fearful, non- Muslim, anti- veil citizen in that they cut both ways by 
working

  as a confrontational force. Not only do they question the 
ability of the ‘Orient’ to speak back and address a sys-
temic denial of expression, but they also contort multiple 
power relations, oft en stemming from rigid gender roles. 
… [Th ey] manage to ‘undo’ this matrix of privilege by 
challenging understandings of who derives actual benefi t 
from this power.  50     
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 Th e seriousness of Neshat’s work –  no attempt at humour or irony 
here  –  underscores how expat as well as Western- born Muslim 
women artists are engaging in a

  a new politics of vision, in which the ‘exoticisation’ of 
the East slowly disappears in the wake of new systems of 

 Figure 3.7       Nida (Patriots) , from  Th e Book of Kings  series, Shirin Neshat, 
2012. Ink on LE silver gelatin print, 152.4 x 114.3 cm. Copyright Shirin 
Neshat. Courtesy the artist and Gladstone Gallery, New York and Brussels.     
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representation, heralding a turn in conventional practices 
of  seeing.  Th ese artists aff ront their viewers with implor-
ing stares from today’s Near East [and, in Maple’s case, 
western Europe], asking them to refl ect on their own 
prejudices and inherited assumptions.  51     

 Neshat’s photo of a fully veiled mother holding the hand of her 
naked boy- child whose body is ‘clothed’ in decorative motifs and 
a poster Maple designed for Amnesty International –  to take just 
two  examples  –  encapsulate the way these artists issue this chal-
lenge within their respective aesthetic and generational idioms (see 
 Figure 3.8 ).  52       

  Naked Bodies in/ as Protest 

 Th e second case of Amina Sboui- Tyler and Aliaa Elmahdy and their 
depictions of nakedness takes us online, in the context of the inter-
net and social media’s role in the Arab world, particularly during and 
since the region’s 2010– 11 uprisings overturned the political order 
there. In Tunisia and Egypt, internet access and mobile phones –  using 
the ubiquitous global social media brands of the era (i.e., Twitter and 
Facebook) –  have been a signifi cant means and platform for younger 
generations to mobilise, fi nd a voice and engage in public political 
discourses and, in so doing, to potentially disengage from majority 
(or regime- sanctioned) opinion. Th ese interventions, in idiomatic 
social networking tropes, took place in the heat of polarised electoral 
politics, political assassinations and, in the case of these two women, 
poor progress for women’s rights and everyday lives in the wake of 
conservative parties’ election victories. Social media is a window into 
this world and one that talks back. Here, women –  the same age as 
Sarah Maple –  living through major socio- political transformations, 
and their (counter- revolutionary) aft ermath, have been generating 
their own gender geopolitics of visibility, this time as spontaneous 
‘user-generated content’ rather than formal artistic practice. 
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 In February and August of 2013, Amina Sboui- Tyler placed sev-
eral photos of herself topless on her Facebook page in protest of the 
poor record of women’s rights in post- Arab Spring Tunisia. At the 
time of her action, Sboui- Tyler was inaugurating the Tunisian chap-
ter of the aforementioned feminist activist organisation, Femen, as 

 Figure 3.8       Untitled , Shirin Neshat, 1996. RC print & ink, 135.3 x 95.9 cm. 
Photo by Kyong Park. Copyright Shirin Neshat. Courtesy the artist and 
Gladstone Gallery, New York and Brussels.     
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she posed in this fi rst photo, still accessible on Facebook, topless 
whilst reading the Koran and smoking a cigarette. Across her chest 
are the words ‘my body belongs to me. It is the source of no- one 
else’s honour’.  53   Th is photo was just the start as another shot shows 
her bare torso with the words, in English, ‘Fuck your morals’.  54   Th ese 
images went viral, instigating protests in support of her actions in 
Tunisia and abroad, online and on the streets; Femen organised a 
‘Topless Jihad Day’ in her support shortly aft er her arrest and two- 
month imprisonment.  55   

 But this is not the fi rst instance in the region of a young woman 
from the generation of ‘Digital Natives’ appearing naked online. 
Two years earlier in Egypt, Aliaa Elmahdy posed fully naked on 
her Facebook page,  56   a form of ‘nude art’, in her words, but also a 
protest to the deterioration of women’s rights under the Muslim 
Brotherhood. Th ese images circulated at lightning speed around the 
world, snapped up, for instance, by print and online opinion- mak-
ers like the  New Yorker  and  Huffi  ngton Post . It is at this point that 
Femen’s intervention to mobilise for Amina’s release from prison 
catapulted her case into the global blogosphere and with it, sharp-
ened debates about the relevance and eff ectiveness of Femen’s top-
less tactics, in the west but more particularly in the Muslim world,  57   
as a quintessentially feminist politics. Th e demarcation lines drawn 
as a result between western and non- western feminists, complicated 
further by those demarcating religious and non- religious Muslim 
women, have overshadowed the original audience that both Sboui- 
Tyler and Elmahdy were addressing at the time: Tunisian and 
Egyptian electorates and incumbent sociocultural authorities. 

 What makes these photos remarkable and pertinent to this dis-
cussion is Elmahdy and Sboui- Tyler’s use of their own bodies –  the 
gaze outwards  –  and the multidirectional forms of address that 
these images invoke in ways comparable to those of Neshat and 
Maple. In the case of Sboui- Tyler, we also see text used as an inte-
gral part of the provocation, comparable I would argue to the way 
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Maple’s image of herself in hijab with a cigarette dangling from her 
mouth (see  Figure  3.4 ), or Neshat’s self- portraits of her caressing 
or pointing a gun, as they both gaze out at the viewer. Guns, ciga-
rettes and naked torsos are arguably traditional tropes of masculine 
agency, from James Dean to Marlborough Man cigarette ads to shots 
of the Russian President, Vladimir Putin’s naked torso. Here, they 
are made all the more subversive in the context of strict religious 
observance and the explicitly controlled domains for women’s attire 
and behaviour. But in the case of these two naked online protests, 
what looks like a carbon copy of western feminist understandings 
of women’s liberation, as the shedding of oppression quite literally, 
is not as it seems at fi rst sight. According to Amina Sboui- Tyler 
herself, her nakedness was not to show that ‘I want to wear short 
skirts. I could do it if I wanted to. But I want women to be able to 
become president if they want to. I want women in rural areas to 
stop suff ering’.  58   

 As political power struggles between secular and Islamist factions 
intensify in parliaments and on the street, women in the region like 
Sboui- Tyler and Elmahdy use nakedness as a means to an end, not 
an end in itself. Th is is where critiques of the Femen organisation 
converge on the actions of these two women. Critics cast Femen’s 
insistence on nakedness as dogmatic if not Islamophobic  59   and sen-
sationalist if not neo- colonialist  60   when transported to non- western 
settings. According to one trenchant critic of Femen’s tactics, the 
problem about both these women’s use of nudity and acknowledg-
ment of Femen as a source of inspiration lies in the controversial 
image that Femen has for many of its detractors in the Muslim world; 
as ‘an organization with a problematic viewpoint on the region. It 
also strikes me that, if the aim of specifi c tactics is to work toward 
societal change, these actions would be more eff ective if modifi ed to 
fi t the given context’.  61   Criticisms of Femen also come from western 
feminist circles, zooming in on the apparent prominence of ‘skinny, 
pretty women’  62   fi guring in these protest actions, and no less by the 
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Femen leadership. Overlooking the many images of Femen protests 
that feature women of all shapes and sizes, the point in this debate is 
that ‘nude protests are not the problem. Th e problem is that, within 
our pornifi ed culture, women seem to only be able to fi nd power in 
their sexualized bodies’.  63   

 Th ese actions, and Femen’s mobilisation in major European cit-
ies, generated another sort of comment from Muslim women around 
the world. For these critics Femen’s appropriation of Amina’s action 
meant that ‘nuance is lost, the actual material realities of Tunisian 
women are ignored, and feminist activism that has been taking 
place in Tunisia for decades is erased’.  64   Stronger still, both women’s 
acknowledgement of Femen saw them positioned as collaborat-
ing with ‘certain problematic discourses’  65   in the west that reduce 
Muslim women, and veil dressing, to Orientalist sexual tropes.  66   In 
so doing they become complicit with the

  idea that Muslim women are suff ering from ‘false con-
sciousness’ because they cannot see (while Femen can 
see) that the veil and religion are intrinsically harmful 
to all women. Yet again, the lives of Muslim women are 
to be judged by European feminists, who yet again have 
decided that Islam –  and the veil –  as key components 
of patriarchy. Where do women who disagree with this 
fi t? Where is the space for a plurality of voices? And the 
most important question of all:  can feminism survive 
unless it sheds its Eurocentric bias and starts accept-
ing that the experiences of all women should be seen as 
legitimate?  67     

 For communities of Muslim women who do disagree, Facebook 
also emerged as one site for counter- protests, particularly in 
response to Femen’s  Topless Jihad Day  in April 2013. Two exam-
ples are the ‘Muslimah Pride’ and ‘Muslim Women Against Femen’ 
social media campaigns replete with Twitter accounts, hashtags and 
articulate bloggers.  68   Protagonists, supporters and critics walked a 
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fi ne line indeed online, incurring direct forms of punishment and 
retribution there and on the ground as a result, nuance notable by 
its absence in Anglo- American mainstream media coverage. As one 
blogger puts it, this lack of nuance and awareness of context matters 
in more ways than one:

  Unpacking this issue relies on understanding one thing: 
Muslims are not monolithic. Muslims in the West (Europe, 
Canada, America) face a diff erent set of challenges than 
those in the Middle East. And hence, they’re going to 
react diff erently to those circumstances. You know, just 
like everyone else. In the West, neither Muslim nor 
non- Muslim women would face what Amina Tyler has. 
Nudity is, at most, considered a misdemeanor … Context 
matters.  You can’t disconnect actions from the longstand-
ing cultural environment it came from .  When Elmahdy 
and Tyler went naked, they were protesting specifi c groups 
dictating policy in their home countries . Activists in the 
West don’t have that context. Railing against Islamists 
here means attacking an immigrant group while reinforc-
ing centuries’ old prejudices.  69     

 Amidst all these arguments, Amina Sboui- Tyler took her distance 
from Femen on her release from prison. But here too, commenta-
tors questioned her autonomy, if not with respect to her Femen 
affi  liation then to whether she was now under pressure from 
Islamist forces in Tunisia to retract her affi  liation, an accusation 
levelled at her from Femen representatives themselves.  70   Amina 
measured her words carefully: ‘I don’t want my name to be associ-
ated with an Islamophobic organization. I did not appreciate the 
action taken by the girls shouting “Amina Akbar, Femen Akbar” in 
front of the Tunisian embassy in France … Th ese actions off ended 
many Muslims and many of my friends. We must respect every-
one’s religion … I thank them all for their support. Th ey took some 
good actions, but it wasn’t the case for all of them’.  71   
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 Th e web and its role in raising the public profi le of Femen, a 
media- savvy group by its own admission, and spreading news of the 
harassment and arrest of both Aliaa and Amina as a result of their 
actions goes beyond the scope of this chapter, as does a fuller explo-
ration of the politicised aesthetics of DIY art and politics in a web- 
saturated world. Suffi  ce it to say that these overlaps did not escape 
the attention of the two protagonists. On being asked why she posed 
naked, Elmahdy responded that the ‘photo is an expression of my 
being and I see the human body as the best artistic representation of 
that. I took the photo myself using a timer on my personal camera. 
Th e powerful colors black and red inspire me’;  72   likewise, although 
in another political art idiom, for Sboui- Tyler. When asked why she 
published yet ‘another topless photo’ of herself on quitting Femen 
she replied that this was diff erent because it was ‘a topless photo of 
myself bearing a painted circled A, the anarchist symbol’.  73   In this 
photo she stands topless, this time in profi le and lighting a cigarette 
from a lit Molotov cocktail; on her torso she has written, in English, 
‘We don’t need your Dimocracy’ (sic).  74   

 Th ese preoccupations about women’s public dress and demean-
our, and how these embodiments map over time onto the uneasy 
dividing line between religious politics, personal conviction and 
civil liberties refl ect inchoate confl icts within and between societies 
about the gendered dimensions to social order and cultural iden-
tity. Th ese become a lightning rod for perceived, if not engineered, 
crises of conscience when certain women appear to get away with 
(not) dressing according to the assumed or prescribed norm. As 
such, they go to the heart of ongoing debates within feminism about 
what counts as agency in a world still premised on structural hierar-
chies of gendered inequality. Th e ‘underlying assumption … [that] 
female liberation can be directly linked to what women wear … is 
not a new idea, and in fact has formed the basis of much of western 
feminism … Th is type of logic automatically leads to the conclu-
sion that in order to progress, women who veil must unveil, and 
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therefore “free” themselves’.  75   It is this logic that feeds the intransi-
gence of Burqa- ban legislation in western societies today, as well as 
one that underpins the ongoing ‘politics of discomfort’ with which 
feminist and liberal critics of this legislation see Muslim women’s 
veil dressing at the same time.  76   

 In this context, as the converse to stripping off  or going topless in 
public, women in hijab, with or without a niqab, are cast as religious 
zealots, Islamic fundamentalists, oppressed women. Simply get-
ting dressed in the morning for these groups of women in Brussels, 
Paris or Amsterdam has become an act of defi ance by defi nition. It 
is this particular context in which artists and fi lmmakers like Sarah 
Maple and Shirin Neshat remind the viewer of the underlying psy-
cho- emotional struggles that constitute the everyday embodiments 
of gendered, ethnic and class- based production of order, and how 
these unfurl as multiplex contradictions rather than in monolithic 
ways. Th ey also point to how individual and community subjects 
embody resistance to said order at an everyday level rather than as 
a response to an exceptional event, that level of exception reserved 
for military mobilisation or national protest actions for instance.  77   
In the case of Muslim veil dressing, these struggles call into question 
notions that the constitution of any order comes readymade. Th e 
furore around more explicit expressions of non- compliance with 
the established order recall the Gulliver- like ways in which those 
incumbent or emerging powers with something to lose maintain 
their social order through the minutiae of socialisation, legal and 
moral codes of political and religious authority, peer pressure, and 
when these no longer work, through violence.  

  Analysis: Modalities of Refusal 

 So what do these examples tell us, fi rst about defi ance and refusal for 
women deciding to ‘dehajibise’, or the converse,  78   in polarised polit-
ical settings and, second, for how Muslim women artists depict –  or 
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defl ect –  these tensions in their art? Th is is where Foucault’s pro-
ductive and subjective bodies meet Arjun Appadurai’s observations 
on the embodied morality of refusal that for Appardurai under-
pins Mahatma Ghandi’s (admittedly masculine) use of non- violent 
resistance to colonial rule in India. 

 In a short essay, Appadurai highlights the need to make a dis-
tinction between non- violent protests –  referring to the program 
of civil disobedience in Ghandi’s case –  as an active form of resist-
ance, on the one hand, and the violent responses that this use of 
passive resistance as a ‘mobilising strategy’ can inspire on a mass 
scale, on the other.  79   Th is focus on refusal as an active force rather 
than a passive one, puts to one side the western liberal lens of utili-
tarian thinking that undergirds moral philosophical traditions  80   or 
the assumption that liberation is always synonymous with a ‘supe-
rior’ form of personal empowerment, as exemplifi ed by undressed 
or suitably fashionable women’s bodies in western women’s lib-
erationist understandings.  81   Th e iconography of Gandhi’s own 
embodiment over time shows, in the most iconic photographs 
at least, how in his male ascetic case, nakedness is also a moral 
commitment, part of an evolving and mobilising worldview. As 
Appadurai argues when looking at the way embodied forms of 
refusal worked in the context of Gandhi’s role in the history of 
Indian independence, these forms of civil disobedience as a ‘large- 
scale resistance to imperial or colonial rule’ were embedded in ‘a 
particular way of mobilizing the inner link between asceticism, 
violence, and non- violence in the Indic world’.  82   In this sense this 
was a particular articulation of refusal that was ‘intimately con-
nected with the politics of the body and the morality of avoidance, 
abnegation, and abstention’.  83   

 It may well be a leap from the Gandhian movement of civil diso-
bedience that is steeped in his own lifelong experiments with his 
own bodily limits (as part of the mass mobilisation that culminated 
in Indian independence) to the social media statements of topless 
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and naked Muslim women versus their veiled sisters, or to the 
ironic humour of a Sarah Maple self- portrait, or the shock tactics 
of Femen protest events. But the leap is not so far, I would contend, 
because in all these cases, non- violent, even if highly theatrical and 
mediatised, forms of protest show how strong female actions ‘invite 
the forces of violence to declare and enact themselves and to mani-
fest themselves practically’.  84   When these actors are then marked 
as a dissenting or indeed defi ant minority, the forces of violence 
swing into action, close to home as well as further away, through 
global media channels for instance. Whilst distinct from Gandhi’s 
ascetics, we can still see in the case of veiling and unveiling, in pos-
ing or protesting (semi- )naked, how non- violence here works as 
a form of active refusal. Th ese are not expressions of a ‘quietist’ or 
acquiescent politics,  85   as civil disobedience both incurs and fuels 
dogmatic forces. Appadurai is pointing to the intricate and inti-
mately violent ways in which order is imposed and maintained 
in everyday life. He reminds us how the world in which we live is 
one ‘characterized by forms of violence that have deep histories, in 
forms such as rape, torture, warfare, forced ritual mutilation, and 
so on’.  86   Precisely because when it comes to forms of civil disobe-
dience, conscious or unconscious, spontaneous and individualised 
or organised against a clear opponent (e.g., colonial powers, sexist 
advertising or violence against women), the tension between the 
politics, and moment of refusal as one modality of resistance that 
does not take up arms, and violent reprisals to such actions. What 
is being made visible, as deed as well as word and image, is the way 
in which the

  production of routine social life is a complex project in 
which ordinary persons strive to fi nd the right balance 
between attention and abstraction, compromise and con-
frontation, visibility and recessiveness, in their bodily 
presence, and between greater or lesser knowledge of the 
circumstances of their daily lives.  87     
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 What Appadurai wants to emphasise here,  pace  Foucault, is that 
not only the production but also the maintenance, and implicitly 
the contestation, of any social order is fraught with violent out-
comes because of the way that stability, real or imagined, has to be 
fought for, whatever the circumstances. Th ose with the power not 
only to steer this order, by exercising discipline if not dishing out 
direct forms of punishment in so doing, are intuitively looking to 
control what is the ‘generally vulnerable outcome of uncertain social 
processes’.  88   As with the case of the Suff ragette Movement a century 
ago, or a naked ‘selfi e’ on a password- protected blog, non- violence 
also works ‘as a militant morality of refusal’.  89   Th is morality is one 
that includes artistic practice alongside more self- conscious forms 
of protest action. Whilst neither is reducible to another, these two 
scenarios show how forceful the response can be to ‘peaceful oppo-
sition to established legal orders’  90   that women can, and do, use. 
What this means for critical analysis in the context of veil dressing 
and its discontents is that if non- violence and violence are not to be 
construed as ‘reciprocal and symmetrical forms’ but rather as ‘diff er-
ent resources for managing social life’  91   then the gender geopolitics 
of (un- )dressing in public are less about utilitarian arguments that 
religious intolerance is futile  92   or testimonies of the eff ects of revo-
lution and counter- revolution on people’s life- paths.  93   Th ese pleas 
for deeper understanding from an historical and experiential per-
spective are important. However, for this chapter, I would argue that 
these two cases of defi ant embodiments in a post- 9/ 11 and, as far 
as we can tell, a post- Arab Uprising, context tell us more about the 
cynical politicisation, and with that the racialisation of all forms of 
Muslim veil dressing by political demagogues in western societies. 

 Th e gender geopolitics of seeing is what is at stake. In terms of 
veil dressing debates and the political contortions they currently 
inspire (in the Anglo- Euro- American context at least), such polari-
ties aff ect the ‘actual lives of Muslim women … in the United States 
or women who live abroad and whose lives are directly aff ected by 
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American views and policies [and those of their allies]’  94   in several 
ways. First, for western observers, whether or not they are oppo-
nents of Burqa- Ban legislation, the consequence is that all forms 
of Muslim veil dressing becomes religiously motivated, culturally 
backward. Th e fl ipside of this equation is the assumption that all 
unveiled Muslim women are  ipso facto  secular ‘moderns’ and so 
unveiling is in itself liberating, a progressive act, if not by a process 
of social and cultural progress then helped along by law, as in the 
case of Turkey and now European Union member states.  95   Second, 
as Muslim feminist commentators underscore, an understanding of 
both the immediate and the wider context is indispensable to being 
able to distinguish between instances in which women can be ‘exper-
imenting with dress and fashion for their own reasons, deciding for 
(and disagreeing amongst) themselves what meaning the veil’ holds 
on the one hand or, on the other asserting their cultural identity, 
religious convictions, political solidarity, or communal affi  liations 
against a largely disapproving majority.  96   Th ird, for critical scholars, 
a macro- level analytical view of geopolitical power relations needs 
to be accompanied by a micro, actor- centred viewpoint. Both levels 
of analysis matter to understanding how veil dressing has become 
encoded since the mid- twentieth century as the visible manifesta-
tion of radical Islam at the same time as these practices incorporate 
‘old and new meanings of the veil’  97   as experienced by their wear-
ers. Religious and sartorial practices can, and do, converge in this 
respect as the meanings imputed to veil dressing diff er from place to 
place, generation to generation, for wearers and onlookers, domes-
tic and foreign powerbrokers respectively. Th is is because of the way 
in which, in this case, the gender power ‘relations between body and 
surrounding instruments, tools, spaces [are] both constraining and 
enabling for the movements, be they physical or mental’.  98   

 Th e challenge for critical analysis of these dressing/ undressing 
controversies is to avoid the twin perils of facile cultural relativ-
ism or ethnocentric judgments about how women, if they are to 
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be recognisable, indeed recognised as ‘authentically’ liberated sub-
jects, should look and conduct themselves. Th is means making a 
careful and time- sensitive distinction between those moments of 
deliberately political forms of embodied defi ance (e.g., going top-
less, putting on or taking off  a veil, chaining yourself to the railings, 
burning a bra) and those forms of refusal that the context renders, 
by defi nition, an implicit, more ‘everyday’ transgression (e.g., going 
topless, taking up the veil, dressing modestly for personal or reli-
gious reasons, or not knowing ‘what not to wear’ according to the 
fashion rules of the day). Th e shriller tones of Muslim veil dress-
ing debates in western Europe nowadays, and in colonial times, 
underscore how both liberationists and prohibitionists can be ‘as 
despotic about liberating us [women as they can be despotic] about 
our enslavement’.  99    

  Conclusion: the Geopolitics of  Seeing  

  In the digital age, no editor or mediator gets to decide 
how to frame a public battle. A woman has a room, a 
body, a camera, and a Facebook profi le of one’s own 
(Greenhouse 2013).  

 Th e above observation underscores how these struggles around how 
dress codes confi rm, or indeed challenge, dominant understandings 
of the ideal society (whatever the religious or political constitution) 
are taking place in the highly visible and visualised environments 
of consumer societies and that these are now being augmented by 
the digital interfaces and cyberspaces of the internet’s visual and 
material cultures. Th e embodied defi ance, veiled or naked, of these 
moments from over a century of women’s rights protest exemplifi es 
how bodies operate as conduits for complying with and contesting 
‘relations between body and surrounding instruments, tools, spaces 
both constraining and enabling for the movements, be they physi-
cal or mental’.  100   Th ey are also indicative of how women’s bodies 
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are conveyed, and so can be deployed, in non- violent ‘moralities of 
refusal’.  101   

 To recall, in 1970s Egypt, taking up the veil was a conscious 
decision, an act of a particular political consciousness and identity 
politics. Observers at the time and since have noted that the 1970s 
saw a particular sort of veiling emerge, the most visible aspect of 
‘new and formidably concealing styles of dress’ that diff ered from 
their rural counterparts or pre- colonial precursors.  102   As Nil ü fer 
G ö le points out in her discussion of the analytical conundrums 
raised by the ‘new visibilities’ of Islamist politics in Turkey, ‘one of 
the arguments widely used against the headscarf is that it has been 
appropriated as a political symbol, so the desire to wear it is not a 
disinterested one’.  103   When counter- posing these arguments for or 
against veil dressing, and its regulation in either Muslim or non- 
Muslim settings, with naked protests –  those of the Femen move-
ment in general or Sboui- Tyler and Elmahdy in particular –  we 
see that the underlying issue is less about clothing than it is about 
deploying the body as a site and conduit for civil disobedience. 
Polarities between Muslim- Secular East and Christian- Secular 
West, and feminist and post- feminist politics in a globalising con-
sumerist world, are found wanting when it comes to considering 
how these forms of nakedness and modest dressing –  veiled forms 
in this case –  operate in polarised settings, when they are not being 
deployed directly as a form of protest. We also need to consider the 
online- offl  ine interconnections of everyday life, together with the 
gender geopolitics and moralities of refusal that surround today’s 
veil dressing controversies. We could do this along the lines that 
Walter Benjamin encapsulated in his  Arcades Project ; namely, not to 
look for mono- causal explanations or grand narratives of historic- 
cultural changes in the way people live but, rather, to study more 
closely the multiplicity of specifi c instances within any given con-
text. In this way those seemingly banal and exceptional instances 
show how the
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  transmission of culture (high and low), … is a political 
act of the highest import –  not because culture in itself 
has the power to change the given, but because historical 
memory aff ects decisively the collective, political will for 
change. Indeed, it is its only nourishment.  104     

 Th ese transmissions now happen at the interstices of offl  ine and 
online lives. but what about simply catching the bus with niqab or 
even chador? Are such decisions always to be read as defi ance or 
protest? Yes –  and no –  given the corrosive eff ect that Burqa- Ban 
laws have on fundamental rights, at least in the EU. By the same 
token, when considered in light of women (un)dressing in public, 
whether or not they do so in closely patrolled or ostensibly liberal 
settings, we see how Muslim veil dressing on the one hand and, on 
the other, women’s (semi- )naked protests embody ‘the elaborate 
labour of coexistence’  105   that targets certain groups and individu-
als in an anxious age –  Muslim women in particular. Th ese bodies, 
and our bodies (I am, aft er all, also a woman), exist and persist as 
productive and subjected bodies through confl icting moralities of 
refusal, defi ance and compliance that are embedded in the ‘complex 
reciprocal social relations’ underpinning the local- global gender 
power hierarchies in which we –  and they –  live. It is all too easy 
to judge people by their appearance or beliefs, which is why liberal 
societies pride themselves on their rights- based jurisprudence. But 
unlike women’s right to vote, which is now uncontestably enshrined 
in international law aft er decades of concerted embodied resistance 
by women themselves, the unwritten laws about what (not) to wear 
in public are, for many women around the world, still ‘under advise-
ment’ at best. 
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